eTextbooks—as well as related digital, educational materials such as worksheets, study guides, and more—are available from a variety of providers. Some of these providers have made it possible to pull their offerings directly into, or access them from within, D2L.

- **Book List**
  - Book list information for Instructors
- **Cengage MindLinks**
  - Cengage MindLinks information for Instructors
  - Connecting a course with Cengage MindLinks
- **InfoSec Learning Virtual Labs**
  - InfoSec Learning Virtual Labs information for Instructors
  - Connecting a course with Infosec Learning Virtual Labs
- **McGraw-Hill Connect, Campus**
  - McGraw-Hill Connect information for Instructors
    - Adding McGraw-Hill Connect or Campus to a course
    - Comparing McGraw-Hill integrations
    - Deploying McGraw-Hill Connect assignments to D2L content
    - Pairing a course with McGraw-Hill
    - Pairing a course with McGraw-Hill Campus
    - Pairing a course with McGraw-Hill Connect
- **Pearson MyLab and Mastering**
  - Reading list information for Instructors
    - Adding an item to a reading list
    - Adding a reading list link as a content topic
    - Adding a reading list link within a content topic
    - Adding a web page to a reading list
    - Adding notes to a reading list
    - Arranging items in a reading list
    - Making a shared reading list private
    - Removing an item from a LibrarySearch reading list
    - Sharing a reading list
- **Sapling Learning**
  - Sapling Learning information for Instructors
  - Connecting a course with Sapling Learning
- **Textbook Room**
  - Accessing the Textbook Room
  - Textbook Room information for Instructors
- **W. W. Norton & Company**